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Abstract

Background: Apple is a widely cultivated fruit crop for its quality properties and extended storability. Among the
several quality factors, texture is the most important and appreciated, and within the apple variety panorama the
cortex texture shows a broad range of variability. Anatomically these variations depend on degradation events
occurring in both fruit primary cell wall and middle lamella. This physiological process is regulated by an enzymatic
network generally encoded by large gene families, among which polygalacturonase is devoted to the
depolymerization of pectin. In apple, Md-PG1, a key gene belonging to the polygalacturonase gene family, was
mapped on chromosome 10 and co-localized within the statistical interval of a major hot spot QTL associated to
several fruit texture sub-phenotypes.

Results: In this work, a QTL corresponding to the position of Md-PG1 was validated and new functional alleles
associated to the fruit texture properties in 77 apple cultivars were discovered. 38 SNPs genotyped by gene full
length resequencing and 2 SSR markers ad hoc targeted in the gene metacontig were employed. Out of this SNP
set, eleven were used to define three significant haplotypes statistically associated to several texture components.
The impact of Md-PG1 in the fruit cell wall disassembly was further confirmed by the cortex structure electron
microscope scanning in two apple varieties characterized by opposite texture performance, such as ‘Golden
Delicious’ and ‘Granny Smith’.

Conclusions: The results here presented step forward into the genetic dissection of fruit texture in apple. This new
set of haplotypes, and microsatellite alleles, can represent a valuable toolbox for a more efficient parental selection
as well as the identification of new apple accessions distinguished by superior fruit quality features.
Background
Fruit quality is defined by four main principal factors;
appearance, flavour, texture and nutritional properties [1].
Of these factors, texture is the major component and the
most important, especially for fruit with a crispy flesh [2],
and due to its influence on general fruit quality. Texture
decay causes substantial fruit loss during shipping and
storage which is caused by the degradation of the internal
cellular compartment of the fruit, which consequently
promotes the development of diseases typical of the
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postharvest storage and shelf-life [3]. Texture is recognised
as a complex set of different sub-phenotypes, which can be
divided into two main categories [2,4]. The first encom-
passes mechanical features, and is fundamentally related
to the strength exerted by the chemical bonds of the cell
wall/middle lamella upon application of external pressure.
The second category is defined by acoustic signatures, and
is related to the cell wall breaking phenomenon with the
consequent release of internal pressure [4,5]. Texture
change is a physiological event which occurs naturally
throughout fruit development and ripening [6], and the
magnitude of texture decay is extremely variable between
different apple varieties [7]. The variability observed is the
result of physiological mechanisms activated during the
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fruit maturation and ripening, in which a large number of
enzymes are co-ordinately expressed to remodel the cell
wall/middle lamella polysaccharide structure, and regu-
lated, amongst other factors, by the effect of ethylene and
transcription factors [8,9]. The remodelling process
is associated with a decrease in cell-to-cell adhesion,
resulting in the separation of cells along the middle
lamella (mealy texture) rather than a primary cell wall
breaking (crispy texture; [1,7]) when the fruit is consumed.
Fruit softening and textural changes thus involve a coordi-
nated modification of the primary cell wall and middle
lamella polysaccharide structure, a process which initially
takes place with a dissolution of the pectin polysaccha-
rides of the middle lamella, followed by a disruption of the
ordered structure of the primary cell wall [10,11]. In
several fruits the most active enzymes responsible for the
pectin modification are polygalacturonase (PG) and pectin
methylesterase (PME), while those acting on the primary
cell wall are xyloglucan endotransglycosylase (XET) and
expansin (Exp). Among this inventory, polygalacturonase
is the major enzyme involved in the solubilization of the
pectin polysaccharides [12-14]. The degradation of the cell
wall/middle lamella architecture is in practice considered
the final result of the concerted activity of these
enzymes, which are usually encoded by multigene
families, confirming the complex genetic control of
the fruit texture metabolism [15-19].
Because of the impact that such physiological changes

have on the marketability of edible fruit, researchers have
for many years attempted to unravel the genetic basis of
this mechanism, with the final goal of elucidating the genes
underlying this dynamic process and the development of
molecular markers suitable for phenotype prediction
[6,20,21]. Quantitatively-inherited traits can be studied
using a QTL mapping approach, which is generally carried
out on bi-parental crosses. In apple, several reports have
already identified major genomic loci putatively involved in
fruit firmness and softening control [22-26], with the largest
texture QTL mapping survey described by Longhi et al.
[27]. However, QTL mapping carried out using full-sib
progenies presents important limitations due to the num-
ber of alleles that can be simultaneously analyzed as the
approach samples only a small portion of the total allelic
diversity within the cultivated apple germplasm pool. More-
over, linkage analysis requires the development of a segre-
gating population, making this procedure laborious and
time consuming. In addition, in this type of material
the number of recombination events per chromosome
is generally low, limiting genetic mapping resolution
[16,28,29]. To overcome these limitations, the analysis
of a wider genetic background is rapidly becoming the main
strategy for the dissection of complex genetic architecture
in plants, establishing genotype-phenotype association
complementary to bi-parental linkage mapping [30-36].
The main purpose of this study was to validate a QTL
identifying a new set of valuable alleles associated to
apple fruit texture sub-phenotypes in 77 cultivars. The
phenotype was measured using an extremely precise
technique to improve association resolution [37], and
the impact of this gene on fruit texture was investigated
further by cortex cell wall electron microscope scanning
of two apple cultivars displaying contrasting texture
phenotypes. Finally, a novel set of haplotypes and micro-
satellite marker alleles specifically related to important
texture components are presented as valuable markers
suitable for marker assisted parent selection (MAPS) as
well to assist traditional breeding towards the selection
of novel apple accessions characterized by superior fruit
quality properties.

Methods
Plant material
A panel of 77 apple varieties, including both modern
and old apple cultivars (Table 1), was chosen from two
germplasm collections available at the Research and
Innovation Centre of the Edmund Mach Foundation and
the Laimburg Research Centre for Agriculture and
Forestry, both located in the North of Italy (Trentino Alto
Adige region). All the apple cultivars were planted in tripli-
cate on M9 rootstocks and maintained following standard
technical management procedures. Apple fruits were
collected at the commercial harvest stage defined by moni-
toring the change of standard pomological parameters,
such as skin and seed colour, brix value (total sugar
content), cortex firmness assessed on site, and starch
conversion index. Fruit were picked at a starch index of 7,
based on a 1 to 10 scale.
Total genomic DNA was isolated from young leaf

tissue, using the Qiagen DNeasy Plant mini kit (Qiagen)
following the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA quantity
and quality was measured spectrophotometrically with a
Nanodrop ND-8000W (Thermo Scientific, USA).

Apple fruit texture assessment
Fruit samples were stored in a controlled temperature
cellar at 2°C for two months after harvest to maximize
the trait phenotypic variance, as reported in Costa et al.
[7], and high resolution phenotyping was carried out for
two years. In order to avoid any effect of low
temperature, samples were maintained at 20°C prior to
analysis. Fruit texture was phenotypically dissected
assessing simultaneously both mechanical and acoustic
fruit profiles using a TA-XTplus texture analyser coupled
with an AED – acoustic envelop device (Stable Micro
System Ltd., Godalming, UK). Sample preparation,
instrument settings and parameter characterization are
described in detail in Costa et al. [7]. The fruit texture
assessment was performed in an isolated room, avoiding



Table 1 List of apple cultivars

n° Cultivar a b Type Alleles n° Cultivar a b Type Alleles

1 Ambrosia x E 298-298 40 La Flamboyante (Mairac) x x E 292-298

2 Ananas Renette x x O 289-292 41 Ligol x x E 292-292

3 Ariane (Les Naturiannes) x x E 289-292 42 Limoncini x x O 289-298

4 Ariwa x x E 289-289 43 Magrè x x O 289-298

5 Baumans Renette x O 289-289 44 Maigold x x E 292-298

6 Bellida x x E 289-298 45 Milwa (Junami) x x E 292-298

7 Berner Rosen x O 298-298 46 Minnewashta (Zestar) x x E 289-292

8 Baujade x x E 292-298 47 Napoleone x x O 298-298

9 Braeburn x x E 289-298 48 Nevson (Sonya) x x E 292-298

10 Brina x x E 289-298 49 Nicogreen (Greenstar) x x E 292-292

11 Gala Baigent (Brookfield) x x E 292-298 50 Nicoter (Kanzi) x x E 289-298

12 Calamari x O 289-298 51 Permain Dorato x x O 289-298

13 Calvilla x x O 289-292 52 Pilot x x E 289-289

14 Caudle (Cameo) x x E 289-292 53 Pinova x E 289-292

15 CIVG198 (Modì) x x E 292-292 54 Red Delicious Camspur (Red Chief) x x E 289-298

16 Civni (Rubens) x E 292-292 55 Red Elstar x x E 292-298

17 Coop 39 (Crimson Crisp) x x E 289-289 56 Red Field x x E 289-298

18 MC38 (Crimson Snow) x x E 289-292 57 Rome Beauty x E 298-298

19 Cripps Pink (Pink Lady) x x E 292-292 58 Rosmarina Bianca x x O 298-298

20 Cripps Red (Sundowner) x x E 292-292 59 Gala Tenroy (Royal Gala) x x E 292-298

21 Croncels x x O 292-298 60 Rubinola x x E 292-298

22 Dalinette (Choupette) x x E 292-298 61 Sansa x E 298-298

23 Dalla Rosa x x O 289-298 62 Santana x x E 292-292

24 Delblush (Tentation) x x E 292-292 63 Saturn x x E 292-298

25 Delcorf (Delbarestivale) x x E 292-298 64 Scarlet x x E 289-298

26 Delearly x x E 292-298 65 Scifresh (Jazz) x x E 289-292

27 Delfloki (Divine) x E 289-292 66 Shinano Gold x x E 292-298

28 Delorina (Harmonie) x E 289-298 67 Gala Schnitzer (Schniga) x x E 289-292

29 Early Gold x x E 298-298 68 Scilate (Envy) x x E 292-292

30 Florina x x E 289-289 69 Summerfree x x E 292-298

31 Fuji x x E 289-289 70 Tiroler Spitzlederer x O 289-292

32 Galmac x x E 292-298 71 Topaz x E 292-298

33 Gelber Edelapfel x x O 298-298 72 Weisser Wintertaffet x x O 289-298

34 Gewürzluiken x O 289-298 73 Tavola bianca x O 289-298

35 Gloster x x E 298-298 74 San Lugano x O 289-289

36 Golden Delicious x x E 292-298 75 Renetta Champagne x O 298-298

37 Golden Orange x x E 289-298 76 Coop 38 (GoldRush) x E 289-292

38 Granny Smith x x E 292-292 77 Gold Pink (Gold Chief) x E 292-298

39 Red Delicious (Hapke Delicious) x E 289-298

Apple cultivars are listed by name and trade mark (between brackets). N° is the code used to identify varieties in Additional file 3 and Figure 4. The letters “a” and
“b” show the varieties used for the phenotypic assessments performed in years 1 and 2, respectively. “Type” indicates whether the variety is considered as old (O)
or elite (E, new). The “Alleles” column shows the allelic size of the microsatellite marker Md-PG1SSR10kd for each cultivar. Allele 1: 289, allele 2: 292 and allele 3: 298.
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any possible external noise interference. Texture profiles
were analyzed with an ad hoc compiled macro (Exponent
v.4, Stable Microsystems), which allowed the distinction of
the texture sub-phenotypes using three main categories;
mechanical, acoustic and force direction. General texture
variability, expressed by the 14 parameters (Yield Force,
Max Force, Final Force, Mean Force, Young’s Module,
Area, N. of Force Peaks, Force Linear Distance, Force Ra-
tio, Force Difference, N. of Acoustic Peaks, Acoustic Lin-
ear Distance, Max Acoustic Pressure, Mean Acoustic
Pressure [7]), was illustrated by multivariate techniques,
including principal component analysis (Statistica soft-
ware v7).
Md-PG1 gene cloning and molecular marker genotyping
In this study a region of approximately 6 kb containing the
Md-PG1 gene was investigated. In particular, 2395 bp
(representing the full length gene) and two regions of
800 bp each, located approximately 1 kb up and down-
stream from the start and stop codon respectively, were
cloned and sequenced. The cloning was performed in order
to design specific primers able to distinguish Md-PG1
(MDP0000326734) from its homoeologue Md-PG5
(MDP0000159240). Md-PG1 fragment amplification was
performed for the 1 kb up and downstream regions in a
final volume of 25 μl with 10 ng DNA, 10× buffer,
0.25 mM dNTPs, 0.1 μM reverse and forward primers and
0.625 U of Eppendorf W Taq polymerase. Amplification was
performed using the following conditions: 2 min at 94°C,
32 cycles of 30 sec at 94°C, 30 sec at 56°C, 1 min at 72°C
and a final extension of 7 min at 72°C. The full length
Md-PG1 gene was amplified in a final volume of 50 μl, with
10 ng DNA, 10× Advantage 2 PCR Buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs,
0.4 μM reverse and forward primers and 50× ClontechW

Advantage 2 Polymerase Mix. Amplification was performed
following the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Candidate gene SNP genotyping was performed by re-

sequencing (Sanger technology) the regions described
above from the 77 apple cultivars, using specific forward
and reverse primers listed in Additional file 1. Sequences
were assembled and analysed with Pregap4 software
version 1.3 (Staden Package). For fine mapping the
Md-PG1 region, in addition to the SNPs genotyped by
re-sequencing, two microsatellites located in the assem-
bled gene meta-contig were also used. The first was lo-
cated 3 kb upstream of the Md-PG1 start codon and
retrieved from Longhi et al. [27]. The second SSR
marker, here named Md-PG1SSR10kd (kd; kilobases
downstream) was positioned at 10 kb downstream the
stop codon, and was identified de novo using the software
Sputnik (http://espressosoftware.com/sputnik/index.html).
PCR for SSR marker genotyping was performed as
reported in Longhi et al. [27] (Additional file 1).
Fragment sizes were called by GeneMapperW (Applied
Biosystems, by Life Technologies).

Md-PG1SSR10kd mapping and QTL co-localization
The novel microsatellite motif found in the Md-PG1
meta-contig was mapped to the framework map of
the ‘Fuji × Delearly’ population [27] by specific
primer sequences designed with the software Primer3
(http://primer3.sourceforge.net/). The marker was
integrated employing the software JoinMap 4 [38], using a
LOD of 5.0 and a recombination frequency of 0.45. To
investigate the co-location of this marker with QTL
regions already associated with texture dissected sub-
traits, a MQM computation was performed de novo
using MapQTL 6 [39], selecting Md-PG1SSR10kd as a
co-factor in order to reduce the residual variance. A
LOD threshold value of 3.0, established after running
1000 permutations, was chosen to consider a QTL
significant. The linkage group was visualized using
MapChart 2.1 [40].

Population structure
To correct the analysis for population structure, the mo-
lecular profiles of 17 SSR markers (Additional file 2) and
368 SNPs [27] (16 out of the initial number of 384 failed
to hybridize) were combined and used. Each microsatel-
lite marker was selected according to map position,
amplification efficiency and allelic size information avail-
able at the HiDRAS website (www.hidras.unimi.it). The
population structure of the 77 apple cultivars was com-
puted using a principal component analysis (PCA com-
puted by Statistica software v7), which is a faster
alternative to the MCMC model-based strategy, espe-
cially with large marker sets [34,41,42]. To account for
genetic relatedness among individuals, the same marker
data set used for population structure (Q matrix, fix
effect) was also employed to generate a kinship matrix
(K matrix), considered as random factor in the Mixed
Linear Model performed using TASSEL [43,44].

Linkage disequilibrium and marker-trait association
The linkage disequilibrium level among markers (SNPs
and SSRs) identified within the apple cultivar collection,
was calculated and visualised using Haploview 4.2, a
software package designed for linkage disequilibrium
statistics and haplotype block inference from genotype
data [45]. This software was used to illustrate the pair-
wise r2 among the 40 markers identified for the Md-PG1
gene. To illustrate the LD decay within the Md-PG1 re-
gion here investigated (from 3 kb upstream to 10 kb
downstream the gene start and stop codon, respectively)
the marker pair-wise r2 values were plotted against their
physical distance on the chromosome 10. To fit the data,
a smoothed line, represented by the logarithmic trend,
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was also added. The distribution of 63190 pairs of un-
linked markers (368 SNPs) was employed to compute
the r2, and the 95th percentile was used as critical point
to consider true the linkage between syntenic marker
loci.
Marker-phenotype association analysis was performed

using markers with a MAF ≥ 0.05 (minor allele frequency
higher than 5%), and employing both a fixed general
linear model (GLM) and a mixed linear model (MLM)
with random factors. Initially, the GLM algorithm,
implemented in the software package PLINK release
1.07 ([46]; http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/),
was used to find associations between the marker set
and the first two principal components (PC1 and PC2),
derived by the PCA computation performed on the tex-
ture parameters. Genome-wide adjusted empirical P-
values were then computed and corrected running 1000
permutations. In a second step, the same phenotypic
and genotypic data sets were used to find association
by implementing the MLM model of TASSEL, where P-
values were corrected for false positives using the False
Discovery Rate approach (FDR ≤ 0.05), performed by the
QVALUE package implemented in R [47]. A P-value ≤
0.05 was considered as the criterion for trait-phenotype
association. MLM corrected by FDR was further used to
exploit specific association between markers and each sin-
gle texture dissected sub-phenotypes.
Considering that the phenotype variability is more

likely associated with SNPs assembled in haplotype
configuration rather than singularly, an additional
analysis was performed with haplotypes, inferred
by FastPhase [48] using only the significant SNPs.
Haplotype-phenotype association was computed by
the GLM algorithm, and P-values were adjusted by
running 1000 permutations.
Scanning electron microscopy of the apple cortex
structure
To depict the different anatomic structure between a
mealy (‘Golden Delicious’) and a crispy (‘Granny Smith’)
apple fruit, a cortex portion from both cultivars was iso-
lated and observed using a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Apple flesh slices were prepared by pulling apart
the cortex portions which were then fixed for 2 hours at
4°C with 5% formaldehyde in a 0.1 M phosphate buffer
(Na2HPO4 and NaH2PO4 pH 7). Samples were succes-
sively washed over night with 0.1 M phosphate buffer at
pH 7 at 4°C. Dehydration was performed by incubating
the slices for 15-20 min in solution with an increasing
concentration of ethanol, and an Emscope 750 (Emitech,
Ashford, Kent) was used to identify the critical drying
point. Samples were finally coated with a SC 500 gold
sputter coater (Bio-Rad Micro-science division) and
examined using a Cambridge Instruments Stereoscan
260 scanning electron microscope.

Results and discussion
Apple fruit texture phenotype dissection
The 77 apple cultivars were phenotypically assessed for
fruit texture by using a TA-XTplus-AED instrument.
The trait dissection was performed identifying fourteen
parameters over the combined mechanical-acoustic pro-
file, ten of which were derived from the mechanical pro-
file and four from the acoustic signature. The fruit
texture variability evaluated within the apple collection
over two years of observation is illustrated by the PCA
plot (Additional file 3). The first principal component
(PC1) describing 74.14% and 70.95% of the entire
phenotypic variability for the two years respectively,
together with the second principal component (PC2),
accounting for an additional 12.44% and 12.95%, dis-
criminated the orientation of the mechanical parameters
from the acoustic group, suggesting a possible different
genetic control for these two components [7]. The vari-
able projection on the PCA space distinguished the
separation between the two general texture components
(Additional file 3), with all the mechanical parameters
plotted in the negative PC1 and positive PC2 graph area,
and the acoustic more oriented towards the area charac-
terized by negative value for both PCs. The consistent
variable orientation and cultivar distribution between
the two years confirms this novel strategy as an efficient
and reliable method to dissect the fruit texture complex-
ity. In both years, the data distribution clearly distin-
guished mealy varieties (such as ‘Delearly’, ‘Golden
Delicious’, ‘Gelber Edelapfel’, plotted on the positive PC1
values) from known firm and crispy varieties (such as
‘COOP39’, ‘Granny Smith’, ‘Fuji’ and ‘Cripps Pink’) placed
in the area characterized by negative PC1 values.

Candidate gene based marker genotyping
The apple genome underwent a recent duplication
resulting in a pair-wise colinearity of large chromosome
segments [49] and because of this Md-PG1, the candi-
date gene investigated in this work and located on
chromosome 10, shows a similarity of 86% with its
homoeologue Md-PG5 on chromosome 5 [27]. To en-
able the characterization of the specific sequence for
Md-PG1, the sequences of the two genes were retrieved
from the ‘Golden Delicious’ genome.
Out of the 38 SNPs genotyped over the Md-PG1

genomic region, 22 were identified by re-sequencing the
full length (2395 bp) within the apple collection, with an
average frequency of 1 SNP/108.9 bases. Among them, ten
were located in exons (total length of 1380 bp) with a
frequency of 1 SNP/138 bp, and 12 SNPs in introns (total
length of 1015 bp) with a frequency of 1 SNP/84.5 bp.

http://pngu.mgh.harvard.edu/~purcell/plink/
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These frequencies are consistent with previous observation
made for apple of 1 SNP/149 bp [50], as well as in other
outcrossing plant species such as pine with 1 SNP/102
[51], but lower than white clover (1/59, [52]) and grapevine
(1/64, [53]). From the gene structure analysis resulted that
SNPs found in non-coding regions were two fold more
frequent than in coding ones [54]. Within the Md-PG1
predicted gene (with an intron/exon structure consistent
with Bird et al. and Atkinson and Gardner [55,56]) the
SNP’s location along with their functional annotation
is presented in Additional file 4 and Additional file 5.
Among the remaining sixteen SNPs, three were located in
the 30 UTR region, two were found 1 kb upstream the start
codon and eleven 1 kb downstream the stop codon of the
gene. In addition to the 38 SNPs, two microsatellite
markers were also included. The first (Md-PG1SSR) was
retrieved from the data of Longhi et al. [27], while the
second, named Md-PG1SSR10kd, was de novo identified
screening for microsatellite repetition over the Md-PG1
genomic contig (MDC000024.376 and MDC004966.443,
available at http://genomics.research.iasma.it).
Figure 1 QTL-LOD profile for fruit texture dissected traits on LG 10. T
while the red arrow points to the position coincident with the Md-PG1SSR1
map the Md-PG1 gene and presented in Longhi et al. [27] is shown in bold

SSR10kd is presented in bold red text.
Md-PG1SSR10kd co-localizes with a texture hot-spot QTL
The newly developed Md-PG1SSR10kd microsatellite
marker was further amplified and integrated into the
‘Fuji × Delearly’ genetic map, where several QTLs for
apple fruit texture were previously mapped [27], and
among which the major hot-spot cluster coincided with
Md-PG1 gene. The allele segregation allowed the
mapping of this marker in the same position of the gene,
at 22.5 cM from the top of the linkage group. This
second version of the ‘Fuji x Delearly’ map was used to
calculate an improved version of the QTL profile for
fruit texture, implementing this new marker as co-factor
for the multiple QTL detection (MQM algorithm).
The QTL cluster was confirmed on chromosome 10
(Figure 1) and associated with ten sub-traits representa-
tive of the fruit texture, such as yield force, maximum,
final and mean force area, Young’s module, number of
force and acoustic peaks, mean and maximum acoustic
pressure. It is interesting to note that the highest LOD
value corresponded with this novel marker, with a LOD
value ranging from 3.85 to 8.80 and expressing a
Initial F.
F_Max
F_final
Area
Young’s M.’
Mean_F
Force P.
Acoustic P.
Max_Ac_Pr..
Mean_Ac_Pr..

he different texture sub-traits are visualized with different colours,
0kd locus. In the linkage group chart, the microsatellite marker used to
black text, whereas the novel microsatellite marker named Md-PG1

http://genomics.research.iasma.it/
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phenotypic variance between 19% and 41.8%, thus
confirming its impact in the fruit texture association.
Among the texture parameters employed in the QTL
mapping, the Young’s module, related to flesh elasticity,
showed the lowest level of association. This is consistent
with the observations of Costa et al. [7] about this fea-
ture, which reported this index as more related to the
cell layer compression behavior rather than the cell wall
fracturing, the causal event of the mealy/crispy fruit
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texture, thus under the control of other genes encoding
cell wall degrading enzymes.

QTL validation and allelic survey within an apple collection
A collection of 77 apple cultivars was analyzed using 38
SNPs genotyped by re-sequencing and two SSR markers
by PCR amplification, contained in a region of approxi-
mately 16 kb. Among them, 22 SNPs were associated
with the Md-PG1 full length, while the other 16 were
10000 12000 14000 16000 18000

10 kb downstream

r2 = 0.106

cal distance (bp)

d-PG1 region. The LD image is based on r2 values (a), the darker the
sites and the markers considered for the computation are indicated.
ion of the markers on the Md-PG1 contig are also illustrated, on which
and the 10 kb downstream. Markers in bold are those included in the
ked marker pairs on chromosome 10 as a function of the physical
d on the 95th percentile of the unlinked marker pair distribution is



Table 2 Markers statistically associated with the mean PC1
computed for the two years of phenotypic observations

Marker EMP2 qvalue

pg_full_1 0.01998 0.012097

pg_full_10 0.04096 0.010826

pg_full_12 0.02398 0.011884

pg_full_19 0.04895 0.015247

pg_full_21 0.04096 0.010826

Md-PG1SSR10kd-3 0.008991 0.006551

GLM associations are indicated by EMP2 (genome-wide empirical value,
corrected by 1000 permutations), while MLM associations are indicated by the
q-value (P-value corrected by FDR < 0.05).
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identified in two genomic portions of approximately
1 kb each, respectively located 1 kb up and downstream
of the coding portion of the gene. Finally, the two
SSR markers additionally delimited two outer regions,
located 3 and 10 kb up and downstream of the gene. LD
analysis, performed in order to estimate the non-random
association among the 990 pairs of polymorphic sites
over the Md-PG1 region, was computed by HaploView
(Figure 2a). Four haploblocks were identified, defined by
markers showing a r2 between 0.19 and 0.85. The first
block included two SNPs positioned in two adjacent
exons, the second comprised SNPs in both exons and in-
trons, while the other two blocks contained markers iden-
tified after the Md-PG1 stop codon. The third haploblock
contained two SNPs, one located in the 30 UTR region
and 1 kb downstream, respectively. The fourth block was
represented by the Md-PG1SSR10kd microsatellite, located
at 10 kb downstream the Md-PG1 stop codon. The LD
decay over the Md-PG1 region (Figure 2b) was plotted in
reference to the LD base-line set at r2 = 0.106, represented
by the 95th percentile of the r2 distribution of unlinked
markers. The baseline was determined following the
methods of Breseghello and Sorells [57], which proposed
that LD extent should be defined comparing the target LD
with the one observed among unlinked loci, being the LD
dependent on the sampling scheme. In this computation
the intersection between the data fitting curve and the LD
baseline defined an LD extent of ~2 kb, pointing to a rapid
LD decay within this gene, confirming the suitability of
the candidate gene approach [58] to find association
between fruit texture and markers based on Md-PG1.
Among the set of 40 markers only those having a
MAF value higher than 5% were further used to find
association with the texture phenotype, and to avoid
spurious associations (due to false positive effects), the
structure was taken into consideration as covariant. When
phenotypic traits are correlated with population structure,
loci that are not related to the trait under investigation
may nonetheless be statistically associated [33]. Statistical
correction for multiple test and MAF ≥ 0.05 were also
employed in order to improve the QTL detection confi-
dence with small sample set. For a better estimation of the
size effect of this QTL, a wider collection will be further
assembled and implemented in the analysis.
The genetic relationship among the 77 apple cultivars

was investigated by Principal Component Analysis. From
the total number of PCs, ten were finally selected as co-
variates to represent the population structure, accounting
for 32% of the total genetic variance. The traits employed
in the association were represented by a phenotypic
dataset containing 14 texture parameters, clustered in two
main categories, mechanical and acoustic. These two
groups, distinguished by the two principal components
(computed on the phenotypic data set), captured 85% of
the total phenotypic variance. Initially, the analysis consi-
dered the first two PCs as traits, and the association with
markers (MAF ≥ 0.05) was computed by running both
GLM and MLM modules. Six markers were commonly
identified by both algorithms as statistically associated
with PC1, consistent with the higher textural variation
explained by this component compared to PC2 (Table 2).
Among this set, five SNPs are specifically located within
the full length Md-PG1 gene, and three are included in
haploblocks. In particular, PG-full 10 is located in the 1st

haploblock, and PG-full 19 and 20 in the 2nd haploblock.
The remaining two SNPs, PG-full 1 and 12, were not
present in any of the haploblocks defined here. This asso-
ciation additionally confirmed the role of one SNP in
particular, here named PG-full 1. This SNP was in fact
originally used to map Md-PG1 to linkage group 10
[26,27]. The effect of this marker is here validated in a
wider germplasm collection, supporting the previously
formulated hypothesis about the effect of the amino acid
changed due to this SNP on the fruit firmness control
[26]. It is worth noting that the last marker of this set is
the microsatellite Md-PG1SSR10kd, located in the 4th

haploblock. In the MLM computation (corrected for false
discovery) this microsatellite was also associated with PC2
(q-value: 0.035739, not shown in the table), principal
factor expressing a lower quotient of phenotypic
variability, but oriented towards the phenotypic dissection
of the mechanical/acoustic components.
To better exploit the association between the markers

and fruit texture sub-traits, each SNP was further analyzed
with each single texture parameter. Eight out of the four-
teen texture components resulted statistically associated
with the marker set employed in the analysis (Additional
file 6), including acoustic linear distance, number of force
and acoustic peaks, area, final force, yield, maximum and
mean force. The remaining six parameters showed a limited
number of associated markers. Maximum and mean acous-
tic pressure were associated only with PG-full 9 and 1 kb
down 5. Force linear distance was associated with PG-full 9
and 1 kb down 5, while Young’s module showed a
significant P-value only with the third allele of Md-PG1
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SSR10kd. Parameters related to the force direction (Δ force
and force ratio) were associated with PG-full 1, 12, 13 and
the allele 2 and 3 of the Md-PG1SSR10kd marker.
To estimate more accurately the SNP frequency

markers assembled into haplotypes were tested for
association with the texture sub-traits. From the total
number of SNPs significantly associated to the texture
components, eleven, with a MAF ≥ 0.05 and located
in the Md-PG1 full length, were selected and used to
infer three significant haplotypes (H1, H2 and H3;
Table 3 and Figure 3). H1 (the most frequent) showed
a relevant association with nine texture sub-traits,
and it was shared by cultivars distributed in the
PCA plot over the PC1 axis, thus characterized by
medium/low texture behaviour (mealiness, like
‘Golden Delicious’). H2, associated to six texture sub-
traits of both a mechanical and acoustic nature,
characterized cultivars known for a favourable texture
properties (crispness), such as ‘Cripps Pink’, ‘Granny
Smith’ and ‘Nicogreen’. The last haplotype H3, was
associated with only two texture sub-traits (10.7% of
the explained phenotypic variance), but it is worth
noting that these are specifically related to the acous-
tic components (acoustic linear distance and number
of acoustic peaks). As with H2, H3 was present in
high texture performing apple cultivars, such as
‘CIVG198’, ‘Coop39’, ‘Ligol’ and ‘Minnewashta’. H2 and
H3 also share four SNPs which leads to changes in
the Md-PG1 primary sequence. These changes have
been analyzed in order to see whether they might
have an impact on the polygalacturonase enzyme
activity, explaining, at least partially, the high flesh
firmness typical of the varieties harbouring these two
haplotypes. SNP1 (V/F) is located in an un-conserved
region and F is one of the most frequent residues,
thus it is not expected to negatively influence PG ac-
tivity (Additional file 7). On the contrary, both the
Q/R (SNP6) and the C/R (SNP10) conversions might
slightly change the Md-PG1 activity. Indeed R resi-
dues are very rare among plant PGs in both positions.
The last considered substitution (A/V, SNP18) is
closed to a highly conserved region, with the A as
the predominant amino acid, while V being slightly
bigger and more hydrophobic might decrease the PG
Table 3 Association between the three significant haplotypes

Acoustic linear
distance

Acoustic
peaks

Area Fina

Haplotype % EMP2 EMP2 EMP2 E

H1 2.4-20.3 0.00100 0.00300 0.00100 0.0

H2 0.7-8.3 0.01698 0.03696 0.02697 0.0

H3 0.7-10.7 0.01898 0.01598 0.66330 0.4

In bold significant association values with a P-value < 0.05 after correction of 1000 p
activity. As the alleles leading to the three changes
are homozygous in all the tested crispy varieties
(exception made for ‘Minnewastha’, which is heterozy-
gous for the only SNP6), we hypothesize that a less
active polygalacturonase isoenzyme could be less
effective in middle lamella depolymerization. This
finding was moreover supported by the fact that apple
cultivars having a homozygous presence of the haplo-
type H1 are characterized by an extremely low
texture property (mealiness), such as ‘Dalla Rosa’,
‘Early Gold’, ‘Limoncini’, ‘Napoleone’, ‘Permain Dorato’,
‘Rosmarina Bianca’ and ‘Tavola Bianca’ (a set represented
for the most by old apple varieties).

Parental selection
These SNPs and haplotypes can be considered as a novel
toolbox to improve the phenotype prediction efficiency
of breeding programs towards the programmed identifi-
cation of the most suitable parents (MAPS-marker
assisted parent selection) and the subsequent selection
of novel accessions (MASS-marker assisted seedling
selection) with improved fruit texture quality. It is also
worth emphasizing, as markers useful for breeding, the
microsatellite Md-PG1SSR10kd which was highly associ-
ated to the set of texture sub-traits. This microsatellite
was targeted in the Md-PG1 meta-contig, in strong LD
with SNPs located within the gene. The allelic state
configuration of this marker within the apple cultivars
(Table 1) showed a clear dosage effect when com-
pared to the texture distribution over the PCA plot
for both years (Figure 4 and Additional file 8). Apple
cultivars characterized by the homozygosity for the
allele Md-PG1SSR10kd_3 were located in the positive
PC1 area of the PCA, thus showing a general low
texture behaviour. When this allele was absent the
cultivars, distinguished by PC1 values from -8 to 0,
showed a superior textural properties. In contrast,
apple cultivars characterized by a heterozygous state
for allele “3” showed an intermediate texture distribu-
tion. As additional proof of the utility of this micro-
satellite marker for texture selection programs in
apple, a correlation with the three significant haplo-
types was also observed. Apple cultivars characterized
by H2 and H3 (the two favourable haplotypes
and texture sub-traits

lForce Force
Peaks

MaxForce Mean
Force

Yield
Force

Young
Module

MP2 EMP2 EMP2 EMP2 EMP2 EMP2

0100 0.02997 0.00200 0.00100 0.00300 0.03996

8591 0.08991 0.04895 0.02198 0.03796 0.07093

7250 0.35760 0.60040 0.62540 0.79120 0.98900

ermutations are reported.
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associated with a valuable texture performance) lack
the allele “3” of this microsatellite marker, which
showed a dosage effect associated to fruit texture
decay. The haplotype survey carried out on the 77
apple cultivars, and the validation of their association
with the texture components, highlighted that culti-
vars showing the two haplotypes H2 and H3, or lack-
ing the allele “3” of the microsatellite marker, are
distinguished by a favourable fruit texture behaviour.
These varieties (Table 1) are already employed as
valuable potential parents in breeding programs ad-
dressing the improvement of fruit quality in apple,
while the SSR alleles/haplotypes can be further
exploited to investigate the breeding potential of
other apple accessions not yet characterized.

Apple fruit cortex structural characterization
The impact of the Md-PG1 gene on fruit development
and ripening was also investigated by SEM (scanning
-
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Figure 5 Texture profiling and cortex scanning in ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Granny Smith’. Panel a and b illustrate the combined
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hypothesis is consistent with the fruit cortex structural
observation made by SEM. Fruit cortex cells of ‘Golden
Delicious’ had generally collapsed, due to a loss of
internal turgor pressure, but were structurally intact,
meaning mechanical rupture followed the cell boun-
daries at the level of the middle lamella, which in
this cultivar were highly degraded. In ‘Granny Smith’,
the cells were completely broken, showing an in-
crease in laceration of the cell walls rather than in
the middle lamella, most likely due to a reduced
degradation activity that prevented cell separation
occurring (Figure 5c and d).
The distinct anatomical structure between the two

cultivars are also correlated with the different haplotype
structure found within the Md-PG1 gene. It is worth
noting that both cultivars present the Md-PG1 haplo-
types in heterozygous state. One is a common haplotype
shared between the two, which is not statistically associ-
ated to any fruit texture parameters. The other
haplotype is represented by H1 and H2 for ‘Golden
Delicious’ and ‘Granny Smith’, respectively, both dis-
tinguishing particular fruit texture behaviours.

Conclusion
The results of this work validated the impact of a QTL
associated to fruit texture in apple presenting a new set
of Md-PG1 alleles valuable for a marker assisted parent
selection. Fruit texture is one of the principal quality
factors in apple, and is a priority world-wide in modern
apple breeding programs. Many works have been already
presented to the scientific community, generally limited
to QTL surveys focused on bi-parental maps. In this
study, we identified a new set of markers and haplotypes
related to Md-PG1 gene and associated to texture dis-
sected sub-traits. In particular three haplotypes and a
novel microsatellite marker, with a clear allelic dosage
effect, were specifically associated to several texture
components. The fruit texture dissection in mechanical
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and acoustic sub-phenotypes allowed more detailed and
precise phenotyping to be performed in this investiga-
tion, which to date has been recognised as the limiting
step in association studies. Among the genes devoted to
cell wall metabolism, Md-PG1 is one of the most rele-
vant genes encoding a cell wall degrading enzyme, and
the results discussed here represent a first step towards
the genetic dissection of the mechanical-acoustic com-
ponent of fruit texture, a fundamental aspect for apple
breeders, since the acoustic response (crispness) is gen-
erally recognised as the main priority in the creation of
new elite accessions.

Additional files

Additional file 1: List of primers used for gene cloning and
sequencing as well as sequences of the two microsatellite markers
identified within the Md-PG1 region, and located at 3 kb upstream
(Md-PG1SSR) and 10 kb downstream (Md-PG1SSR10kd) from the
start and stop codon, respectively.

Additional file 2: List of 17 SSRs used to compute the population
structure. For each marker the forward and reverse primer sequences
and linkage group are provided. For the list of SNPs see Longhi et al. [27].

Additional file 3: PCA plot (first two dimensions) distribution of the
varieties assessed with the novel texture phenomics strategy at
postharvest stage for year 1 (A) and 2 (C) respectively. On the
variables projection (panel B and D) “a” and “f” means acoustic and force
parameters respectively, while “d” is for force direction. Panels E and F
show the eigenvalue for the two years of assessment. Numbers: variety
codes as reported in Table 1.

Additional file 4: SNP organization within Md-PG1 gene. For each
SNP used in the association analysis the location with respect to the gene
structure (location), the type of aminoacid substitution (type; nc: non-coding
, ns: non-synonymous, s: synonymous) and the change of aminoacid and
physical position (in bp after the start codon ATG) are reported.

Additional file 5: Md-PG1 amino acid sequence derived by the
predicted Md-PG1 sequence. The synonymous substitutions are shown
in blue, while the non-synonymous substitutions are shown in yellow.

Additional file 6: Significant marker – texture sub-traits association
computed with MLM algorithm and corrected by FDR < 0.05. Only
significant values (P-value < 0.05) are reported. Ac is for Acoustic
parameter, while F is for Force-mechanical parameters.

Additional file 7: Amino acid sequence alignment of the different
PG enzymes derived from Md-PG1 (MDP0000326734) alleles with
other plant PGs. The consensus Md-PG1 sequence is here indicated as
PG1p-gen and is aligned with the amino acid sequence of the three
haplotypes H1, H2 and H3 (here indicated as PG1p_h1, PG1p_h2 and
PG1p_h3, respectively) and the Md-PG1 sequence already present in
public databases (Acc. no.: P48978). Other sequences are indicated with
the species initials followed by the Acc. nos (e.g.: Pc_BAC22688.1 stands
for Pyrus communis BAC22688.1). Apple, (Malus xdomestica, MDP), peach
(Prunus persica, ppa) and Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana, AT) sequences
have been downloaded from Phytozome (http://www.phytozome.net),
while the others have been downloaded from NCBI (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/entrez). Species used in the alignment are: Malus xdomestica
(Md), Pyrus communis (Pc), P. pyrifolia (Ppy), Actinidia chinensis (Ac), A.
deliciosa (Ad), Prunus persica (Pp), Ricinus communis (Rc), Diospyros kaki
(Dk), Vitis vinifera (Vv), Populus trichocarpa (Pt), Glycine max (Gm), Solanum
lycopersicum (Sl), Arabidopsis lyrata (Al), Persea americana (Pa), Carica
papaya (Cp), Cucumis melo (Cm), Capsicum annuum (Ca), Brachypodium
distachyon (Bd) and Oryza sativa (Os). The sequence alignment was
carried out using the ClustalW module present in the DNASTAR
Lasergene software package (Version 10) with default settings (Gonnet
protein weight matrix). Amino acid positions corresponding to SNPs
associated with texture parameters are marked with red rectangles while
the amino acid changed in H2 and H3 are highlighted in yellow.
Residues that match the consensus sequence exactly are indicated as “.”,
while insertions introduced to optimize the alignment are indicated as “-“.

Additional file 8: Md-PG1SSR10kd allelism. The microsatellite allelic
profile in two apple varieties, representing the three alleles detected within
the assembled apple collection and here named Md-PG1SSR10kd_”1” 289 bp),
Md-PG1SSR10kd-”2” (292 bp) and Md-PG1SSR10kd-”3” (298 bp).
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